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ABSTRACT 

Cell phones have become increasingly popular in recent years. While people of various ages find cell phones 

convenient and useful, but no one bothered about the environmental hazard related to usage of cell phones. 

Younger generations find interactions over mobile phones more vital and enthusiastic than face to face human 

interactions. Cell phones dependency is similar to pathological gambling and this leads to so many health’s 

related problems of a human being. 

The study examines the relationship between mobile phone usage and dependency create problem to the human 

beings and environment. The sample includes 78 respondents from Dr. B. R. Ambedkar University Etcherla 

Madalam, Srikakulam District, and Andhra Pradesh. A self prepared question are of 25 questions to assess the 

awareness of mobile phone usage and dependency, impact to environmental hazard and socio economic profile 

of the respondent. it is an cross sectional descriptive study. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The first mobile phones were so large and heavy that they were usually installed only in motor vehicles, wired 

into their electrical systems. The first generation of truly portable phones was still large and heavy; containing 

leads acid batteries and came with carrying bags with shoulder straps, and weighed upwards of 4 kg. These 

devices progressed steadily to smaller, lighter models in the 1980s and today mobile phone handsets typically 

weigh less than 100g. Materials In response to regulatory mandates in Europe and other parts of the world, the 

mobile industry has moved to phase out potentially hazardous substances.  

Change is the only constant in the world, or better said, advancement and evolution is imperative to any field of 

science and technology. While good amount of progress has been made in this direction, researchers and 

engineers are chipping away at the obstacles. In a race to embrace newer technology, we ignore the ill effects of 

the technology and do not think about it until it is too late. Little or no thought has been given to the physical 

final end result of pervasive computing.Apart from this physical waste, energy consumption is another 

significant environmental concern. While an individual mobile device is more energy efficient, the overall 

energy consumption increases as the number of these devices increase. Apart from these environmental hazards, 
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a few researchers are worried about the direct impact on health of humans from wireless communication. 

Wireless communication uses radio frequency, continued exposure to which can cause cancer as shown by some 

experiments. We develop and advance new technologies to improve human life and comfort.  It is our 

responsibility, as researchers and engineers, to be aware of hazards of such advancement and take control before 

its too late.     

The Hazards: Pervasive computing has been driven by ambitious, exciting and noble goals –The threat posed by 

introduction of such devices can be classified as:   

i) Environmental hazard: a) Physical waste  b) Energy consumption 

ii) Health hazards.   

It poses threat to humans and other flora and fauna in two ways – direct (environmental) and indirect (health) 

hazards. Disposal of devices, which are soon becoming obsolete due to introduction of handy devices, are a 

sever threat to environment due the dangerous trash that they produce: plastics that do not biodegrade, heavy 

metals that are carcinogenic, gasses from production and incineration that are toxic, and landfills that threaten 

generations to come. This is the physical waste that cannot be classified under the regular municipal waste and 

needs different end-of-life disposition options. Apart from this physical waste, another significant environmental 

concern is the Energy Consumption. One of the basic requirements of a mobile device is that it should be energy 

efficient. These days, these devices are becoming more and more energy efficient, but the overall energy 

consumption due to such devices continues to increase as their total number increase rapidly.  These 

mobile/wireless devices have become very common in the past few years.  Most of these devices work in the 

radio frequency or microwave range. Radio frequency fields may cause thermal effects at high exposure levels. 

Researchers are investigating the possibility that radio frequency fields associated with cellular phones may 

cause other adverse effects. There is a concern that an established effect from wireless radiation, even small, 

could have a considerable impact in terms of public health With a large number of cell-phone users. There is 

some evidence that effects of radio frequency radiation do accumulate over time Another concern is that due to 

march toward pico-cells, greater number of base stations would be co-located and would undoubtedly result in 

increased level of public exposure to microwave energy over time.  These towers and base stations are usually 

located far away from human-habitats; however, it is clear that low-intensity radio frequency radiation is not 

biologically inert.   

 Environmental Hazards: Little of or not thought has been given to the physical final end result of pervasive 

computing: devices of varying size, weight and complexity that will be useless and obsolete in pervasive world.  

These devices (mobile), by their very design and function, are ubiquitous, massively distributed, and embedded 

in numerous everyday objects and the environment. Pervasive computing brings with it a dangerous waste. Cell 

phones and other wireless electronic devices contain cadmium and hexavalent chromium, which are toxic and 

can have seriously harmful effects on public health. Cell phones and printed circuit boards of various electronic 

devices contain valuable materials such as gold, silver, palladium and platinum, which should be recovered, 

reused, or recycled. Other materials present in cell phones, which pose threat to the environment include 

beryllium, tantalum, arsenic, and copper. Beryllium contributes hardness, strength, conductivity, and corrosion 

resistance.    
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Health Hazards  : Wireless devices have become very common in the past few years. Perhaps the most common 

are cordless and cellular telephones in addition to Personal Communications Service. Other uses include remote 

controlled garage door openers, key-ring type car door lock and unlock devices, wireless microphones, wireless 

computer-Internet connection packages, etc. All of these utilize small radio transmitters and associated receivers 

inside the devices that operate at considerably high radio frequencies but quite low power.  This paper 

concentrates on hazards due to radiation from the use of mobile phones. Similar hazards can be caused by other 

wireless devices too.  Apart from hand held devices like cell phone, wireless transmission towers for radio, TV, 

telecommunications, radar and many other applications, emit RFR. Once emitted, the radiation travels through 

space at the speed of light and oscillates during propagation.    

 Speaking into the handset‟s microphone modulates the internal radio transmitter, which sends the message to 

the base unit by high frequency radio waves.  The base unit‟s transmitter sends the incoming messages to the 

handset‟s receiver and the handset‟s internal electronics converts this radio signal into audio output in the 

handset‟s earphone. Radio frequency waves constitute a range of what is called the electromagnetic (EM) 

spectrum, which is divided into eight ranges according to the waves frequency, associated energy and other 

characteristics. EM wave energy is measured in “electron volts”, eV. The energy of all EM waves is directly 

proportional to their frequency.    

According to their biological effects, EM radiation can be classified into two forms: non-ionizing radiation and 

ionizing radiation. Radio waves, microwaves, infrared, visible light waves are non-ionizing radiation that do not 

have enough energy to break apart atoms and molecules and turn them into ions, which are electrically-charged 

particles. This means that non-ionizing radiation does not damage genetic material (DNA) in molecules directly 

and cannot therefore cause cancer or any other illness in people.  Xray and gamma rays, are forms of ionizing 

radiation, which, particularly at high doses, can increase one‟s risk of cancer, birth defects, and genetic defects 

through DNA mutations resulting from atom and molecule ionization. There is no completely safe level of 

ionizing radiation.  If exposure is sufficiently intense, microwaves can cause biological effects. Possible injuries 

include cataracts, skin burn, deep burns, heat exhaustion and heat stroke. The effects of this heating range from 

behavioural change to eye damage. The possible health hazards of cell phones can be classified into thermal 

effect and non-thermal effect. The main concern of non-ionizing radiation is the thermal effect. Although cell 

phone radiates low level of power but if a small amount of power absorbed by a human head concentrates on 

one very small area in brain so as to form a “hot-spot” then a small volume of brain may be overheated and 

damaged. But scientific studies have confirmed that thermal effect of cell phone is negligible. Non-thermal 

effects of cell phone usage are also a cause of concern. Some people feel headache after talking too long and 

some hypersensitive people fell sick when the cell phone is turned on. There non-thermal effects are believed to 

be due to the waveforms (causing mechanical vibration). Nerve system of people could be affected by the 

waveforms. In general, short-term non-thermal effects are usually reversible and the symptom will disappear 

when the cause is gone.     

 

II. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

 

Mobile Phone use is changing our society and they are hidden dangerous affecting our lives, eco system and 

environment. Mobile phone has become one of the most used communication technologies especially among the 
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youth. Along with mobile phone development, a vibrant community of scholars has grown to investigate the 

impact of technology. Most of the studies focused on the health issues related to the over use of mobile phone. 

In the race to embrace newer technologies, we often forget or ignore the negative side of it and do not realize its 

effect until late. Constant exposure to this frequency is a cause of concern among some researchers. Though 

there is no study, which has consistently shown the environmental and health hazard from RFR (radio frequency 

range), but this does not prove the non-existence of the hazard. This paper is an attempt to make the reader 

aware of threat to human life and ecosystem, caused by mobile devices and wireless communication and suggest 

some solutions to the same. Therefore, in this research will look into the mobile phone usage and dependency 

leads to environmental and health hazard and current research results shows that awareness levels of mobile 

users and their dependency, and some solutions and social work intervention for environmental hazards. 

 

III. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

 

The current study attempts to explore mobile phone usage and dependence Communication pattern among the 

college students, and the impact on environment. 

The study also attempts to analyze the influence of variables like gender, place of stay, and duration of mobile 

phone uses age, awareness on mobile phone communication pattern, and impact of environment and health 

related issues. 

 

IV. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 

 

The major hypothesis formulated for the present study is given below: 

1. There will be significant gender difference between college students, on mobile phone dependency.   

2. There is will be significant difference between college students categorized on the basis of place of stay, 

may fall dependency mobile usage. 

3. There will be significant difference among college students categorized on the basis of hours spent on 

mobile, for a communication patterns. 

4. There will be significant difference mobile phone usage and awareness levels of environmental and health 

related issues. 

 

V. METHODOLOGY 

5.1 Nature of the Study 

Cross sectional descriptive study. Sampling Method-Purposive Sampling. 

Sample size- The sample of the present study consist 78 respondents both professional and nonprofessional, 

hostellers and day scholars from Dr. B. R. Ambedkar University Srikakulam Etcherla Madalam, Srikakulam 

District, and Andhra Pradesh. 

 

5.2 Brief Description of Tools 

Factual material is essential in every study. It is necessary to adopt or evolve a systematic, relevant and valid 

procedure to collect essential data. Different tools are available for collecting various kinds of information. The 
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selection of suitable tools is of vital importance. Preparing the question are and identifying the mobile users and 

their dependency levels, it has a purposive the respondent must aware of the mobile phone usage.  

 

VI. STUDY PROCEDURE 

 

The respondent was individually met in the university campus from several departments. They were briefed 

about the nature and purpose of the study and asked to sign the consent form, those who signed on the consent 

form the schedule was administered individually, special care was taken to obtain genuine response from each 

individuals. 

 

VII. DATA ANALYSES 

 

The statistical analysis was done by using IBM Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 20. The 

demographic and other variables of the study were being analysed using descriptive statistics. The analysis of 

the study variables were used cross tabs. 

 

VIII. DISCUSSION 

 

The current study results show that there is gender difference between young people in mobile phone 

dependence and the family communication is different. This may be females tend to be more close to their 

family than males. The sample also consisted of those who were at their late teens who were yet to be developed 

a firm sense of identity. 

 

Gender differences can also be explained in terms of peer group influence and over use of information 

communication technologies among youth in the recent years. 

The mean value of comparison of hostellers and day scholars useage of mobile phone and their dependency is 

different in fact it is fact those who reside in hostels use mobile phone frequently to contact parents and peer 

groups and friends, day scholar students too want to be in constant touch with their family members and friends 

since out of their homes for a whole day and at night while studying. Mobile phones especially have a great 

importance in college‟s students and they are dependent on and fill the gaps and deal with loneliness. 
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Usage of mobile /Time Spent 

 

The present study result indicated that the lowest time spent on mobile group. i.e below one hour  group obtain 

the lowest score in mobile dependency. Higher score are for those who spent time on mobile more than two 

hours, they feel free to communicate with their friends at night, here we have to discuss that the night time 

offers may impact to this differences, here the result on the environment and the health will have a most 

problem to the mobile usage and dependency. Mainly the mobile users were not aware of the environmental 

hazards and the health related problems occurs towards the communication on the mobile phone. 

 

8.1 Social Work Intervention 

Social work believes in the dignity and worth of individual. Youth are important human resources for the nation 

their health and wellbeing is of paramount important for the nation. Social work practice with youth would 

enhance their self confidence through intervention with individuals. Counselling and guidance may play a vital 

role and through sensitization programmes create awareness about the mobile usage and dependency leads to 

environment al hazards not only environmental hazards related to health problems. 

In our day to day activity mobile phone usage become essential because we are using for communication 

manner not for an information manner. While we use the mobile phone in an information manner we protect the 

environmental hazards.  

 

IX. SUGGESTIONS & SOLUTIONS   

 

As researchers we tend to focus on innovation. We ought to apply this innovation in reducing the environmental 

and health hazard, Pervasive computing will need to develop principles and techniques for environmentally 

sensitive and sustainable design and must apply to all aspects of electronic devices, both hardware and software.     

First step towards reducing environmental impact is smarter design to use less materials and energy for the same 

functionality and performance: Functional integration (combining several functions into a single device) will 

increase user convenience and reduce costs. For example, just one device acting as cell phone, remote control 

for TV, car, garage door, credit cards etc. This reduction could aid in reducing the waste stream.  Another 
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approach to reducing the overall quantity of electronics is resource sharing. Multiple users can share a device if 

it supports personalization and privacy features that are invoked, for example, by biometric identification. It is a 

well known fact that computers today are highly underutilized.     

Recycling electronic devices and equipments is another solution to reducing the number going to landfills. Raw 

materials can be extracted by recycling PCs. Cell phone recycling has recently been instituted in Japan. 

 

X. CONCLUSION   

 

The intent of this paper was not to present an alarmist view of global environment collapse. Renewable energy 

resources need to be found. These efforts will go a long way to develop Green Pervasive Computing.  It is 

difficult to control the growth of technology, but can develop the human interaction. Coming decades the mobile 

phone will be the medium of all communication even in the family and the society the impact of mobile phone 

use lead to the environmental hazards due to so many reasons.  Our life is in our hands. 
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